
 

Lucky Ladybug by Joshua Ray & Deuce Gala Magic

Praise, applause, and plenty of awes - Lucky Ladybug isn't merely a trick; it's a
transformative tool that elevates your spectator into a star!

Based on a classic of magic, Lucky Ladybug turns what used to be a moment of
shock into charm and delight.

You start by showing three logs "from your garden" to reveal that there are three
lucky ladybugs on the back. Then, while in the spectator's hand, one of the
ladybugs mysteriously 'flies away'. What happens next is literally an ON the hand
miracle. Your spectator waves their hand above the logs, and to their delight, the
ladybug has magically returned!

Whether a family, corporate, or cocktail event, this enchanting effect combines
adoration with amazement, leaving your audience with shared wonder and a
cherished memento of the magical moment you helped to create.

What's Inside:

This powerhouse of a packet trick comes with 3 durable, 100% plastic cards that
are easy to handle, clean, and will last nearly forever. You'll also receive 20 hand-
painted, self-adhesive, wooden ladybugs to be given away or reused

You'll also get:

In-depth Video Tutorials on Performance and Presentation (Download)

Joshua Ray walks you through each phase, in detail, on how to do every
move, and there's really only one!

Performance Commentary (Download)

This is a professional magician's play by play breakdown of the
performance.
You'll know exactly why Joshua did what he did so that you can avoid
potential hurdles and jump over them with ease.

Director's Commentary (Download)
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The man behind the Deuce Gala brand, Buck Bowen, breaks down
alternate performances to give you even more insight on key moments to
watch for.

The Worker's Guide (Download)

A brief look at how you can have your Lucky Ladybug set and ready to go
when hopping from table to table.

Duper Practice (Download)

Learn faster and start performing quicker with this POV, over the
shoulder, slow motion replay of how to perform the effect.

Mirrored Playback (Download)

You'll no longer be trying to follow along in frustration.
With a reversed image version of the tutorial, my movements will mirror
yours for lightning fast learning!

Chapter Markers

Now you can skip to WHAT you need WHEN you need it! #NoScrubs!

Video Captions

Need to be quiet? Out and about without headphones? No problem!
Captions are perfect for uninterrupted learning when audio isn't an option.

Infield, Road Tested Script (Download)

A quick PDF guide for anytime access to Joshua's field tested script.
Includes insights, subtitles, and troubleshooting tips.

Exclusive Lifetime Access To The Deuce Gala Magic Private Facebook
Group

Get direct assistance with questions.
Get access to a seasoned group of like-minded magicians.
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Watch and participate in monthly LIVE sessions and AMAs.

QUOTES

"It's perfect for family audiences. I showed my own daughter and she loved it and
I think you will too!"
- John Guastaferro

"I love when creators take the time to think about the emotion of their spectators,
and this trick does exactly that. This is a sweet take on a classic magic trick!"
- Mario The Maker Magician

"I've never performed an effect that left me and my spectator teary-eyed and
hugging at the end. Lucky Ladybug is truly magical."
- Buck Bowen, Deuce Gala Magic

"I use Lucky Ladybug every night in my walk around set. Whether kids or adults,
the reactions are great! I wish I started doing this 20 years ago! Now I'm a
"Lady's" man!"
- Joe Cole, Full-Time Pro Since 2000
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